Classes: selective formatting
Multiple Styles: Classes

- HTML: `class="name"`
- Use names to imply content
- Multiple ways to define
  - Style that applies to only one element
  - Style that applies to many elements
Selecting one of several definitions for the same tag

- Name the declaration set for a specific selector (tag)
- HTML: `class=“name”`
- CSS: `tag.name`

```html
div.intro{
    text-align: center;
}
</div>
```

classes snippet
Classes for many elements

- HTML: class="name"
- CSS: .name
- Particularly useful for maintaining consistency

```html
.intro{
    text-align: center;
    color: red;
}

<h1 class="intro">Header 1</h1>
<h2 class="intro">Header 2</h2>
```